The recent advent of technologies enabling cell-type-specific recording and manipulation of neuronal activity spurred tremendous progress in neuroscience. However, they have been largely limited to mice, which lack the richness in behavior of primates. Stauffer et al. now present a generalizable method for achieving cell-type specificity in monkeys.
The last decade has been transformative for neuroscience. This is primarily due to the advent of exciting technologies that permit monitoring and manipulation of specific neural circuits (Deisseroth and Schnitzer, 2013) . While neural circuits were traditionally considered to have nodes representing different anatomical areas, a preponderance of evidence now suggests that these nodes are formed by specific cell types within areasdefined by genetic markers or projections-instead of the areas as a whole. Thus, it is vital that future work strives to define and study precisely defined cell types. However, most mammalian studies have relied on mice, which lack the complex behavioral repertoire that other species such as rats, and especially monkeys, possess. Thus, being able to perform cell-type-specific studies in monkeys would be a major leap in the progress of neuroscience. In this issue of Cell, Stauffer et al. (2016) present the first such study in monkeys by targeting midbrain dopamine neurons for both optogenetic tagging and manipulation.
Historically, methods for cell-type specificity have relied heavily on genetically modified ''lines,'' especially mice, fish, and flies (Capecchi, 2005; Miklos and Rubin, 1996) . Specifically, neuroscientists have made use of animals in which DNA has been added or modified within the genome in embryonic stem cells. These techniques have been greatly aided by the use of site-specific recombination, most commonly using the CreLox system. While very successful in the above species, creating and maintaining genetic lines has historically been technically challenging in monkeys (despite recent advances [Sasaki et al., 2009] ), partly also due to ethical concerns. Thus, for the purposes of monitoring and manipulating neurons, a different method for cell-specific targeting in wild-type non-human primates would be highly desirable. Stauffer et al. (2016) achieve this feat ingeniously by making use of genetically engineered viruses ( Figure 1 ). Instead of generating transgenic monkeys expressing Cre recombinase in a defined cell type, as is common in mice, they used an adeno-associated virus (AAV) to insert copies of Cre recombinase under the control of a modified promoter fragment (tyrosine hydroxylase, TH) corresponding to the cell type of interest (dopaminergic neurons). This resulted in transduction in all cells within the brain region of interest (ventral tegmental area,VTA). However, because Cre expression is driven by the TH promoter fragment, it is restricted to cells that are actively transcribing TH. Thus, Cre should only be expressed in TH + cells in the VTA. Along with the above virus, they also injected another virus (1:1 ratio) containing a Cre-inducible channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2) transgene (Sohal et al., 2009; Atasoy et al., 2008) in order to optically excite cells. While this second virus would also infect all cells, the expression of ChR2 would be limited to those cells that express Cre recombinase. Thus, effectively, the expression of ChR2 is limited, in principle, only to cells that express TH. Indeed, Stauffer et al. (2016) found that the specificity of the expression of ChR2 was 95%, thereby providing them with an unprecedented opportunity to study dopaminergic neural function with cell-type specificity in monkeys. The results from their study on dopaminergic neurons are consistent with already established results and, thus, we will not discuss them here. However, we would like to point out that this method confers a few important advantages over prior studies of dopaminergic neural function in monkeys. The primary advantage is that the identification of dopaminergic neurons with optical tagging is much more reliable than approximate identification using waveform shape (Ungless and Grace, 2012) . The second advantage is that they have the ability to manipulate the function of these dopaminergic neurons by activating them with particular temporal profiles. In comparison, previous manipulations of their activity in monkeys were performed using methods that would affect the activity of all cells, not just the dopaminergic ones. Hence, cell-type-specific studies can now potentially shed new light on the function of dopaminergic neurons in non-human primates. In addition to the above advances in studying dopaminergic neural function, this method also has a number of advantages over prior methods for targeting cell types. The main advantage of the method advanced by Stauffer et al. (2016) is that it may be generalizable to other cell types. While prior studies attempting to perform optogenetics in monkeys used generic promoters such as hSyn, EF1a, or CaMKii (sometimes preferential for excitatory neurons) to directly control expression of ChR2, this method provides cell-type specificity and could be applied to other cell-type-specific promoters. Further, in comparison to these above promoters, many genes are expressed at much lower levels, and hence, the use of a Cre-Lox system to drive expression can dramatically enhance expression of the protein beyond that afforded by the promoter itself. Another advantage of using viruses for targeting specific cell types, as opposed to transgenic animals, is that gene expression patterns can be dramatically dynamic over development. Therefore, in transgenic animals, expression of a recombinase such as Cre might also be present in cells that do not express the A virus cocktail containing two viruses with the TH promoter fragment driving Cre recombinase and a Creinducible ChR2 (using the double inverted open reading frame provided by loxP and lox2272 sites) is injected into the region of interest (VTA), which contains many different cell types. Cre is expressed only in cells that endogenously express TH due to the presence of the TH promoter fragment. Thus, Credependent recombination will only be present in TH + cells, therefore resulting in ChR2-eYFP expression only in these cells. Electrophysiological recordings from the population can then be used in combination with optical tagging to attain cell-type specificity.
promoter in an adult animal. By having control over the time of injection, the use of viruses can sidestep the issue of developmental genetic dynamics. Additionally, this method also potentially allows control of the amount of expression by varying the virus titer and injection volume. Lastly, this method is tremendously cheaper and faster than creating and maintaining colonies of transgenic animals. Similar approaches have already been shown to be effective in rats (Mikhailova et al., 2016) . Other methods for attaining celltype specificity using only viruses in rodents employ pathway-specific injections of viruses or the creation of synthetic promoters (Zalocusky et al., 2016) . Neither of these methods are easy to generalize to multiple cell types.
The method presented here also has some significant limitations. The most important one is that AAVs can only deliver small genetic payloads. Thus, when endogenous promoters are large (TH, for instance, is 7kbp long), modified versions of these promoters need to be used. This may require a lot of trial and error depending on the promoter, though this process could be sped up by testing the promoter fragments in mice or possibly cell culture. One way to overcome the limitation in size of the promoter is to use viruses with larger packaging capacities for gene transfer such as lentiviruses. Another limitation is that the amount of expression of the protein of interest can be quite heterogeneous across infected cells when compared to transgenic animals. Lastly, one has to spend significant effort in determining the best viruses for infecting each cell type of interest, and in some cases, there may be no available virus combination for targeting a specific cell type.
In sum, the methods presented by Stauffer et al. (2016) will hopefully lead to the advent of cell-type-specific neuronal studies in monkeys. Further, in animals such as mice for which genetic methods are already established, this approach may potentially result in the development of better virus-based methods that could dramatically reduce the cost and speed of attaining cell-type specificity. Nevertheless, this method needs to be replicated in other cell types in order to have long-term impact.
